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Contribution of the ionic adsorption phenomenon to the effective anchoring energy of a nematic
liquid-crystal sample

H. A. Pereira, F. Batalioto, and L. R. Evangelista
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~Received 1 July 2003; published 14 October 2003!

The effective anchoring energy resulting from the ionic adsorption phenomenon in a nematic liquid-crystal
sample in the shape of a slab of thicknessd is investigated. The electric field distribution is determined in the
framework of a general nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann approach. The analysis is particularized for the case in
which d@lD , wherelD is the Debye screening length. In this limit, the spatially dependent electric field
distribution across the sample as well as the contribution, of dielectric and flexoelectric origins, to the effective
anchoring energy is obtained in an exact manner.
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The ions that can be found in the bulk of a nematic liqu
crystal~NLC! sample can be adsorbed at the bounding s
surfaces@1–11#. For practical applications, as well as fo
fundamental purposes, it is important to investigate the in
ence of these ions on the molecular orientation of a NL
Since NLC’s are conductive and contain impurities, due
some electrochemical forces the surface limiting the sam
can selectively adsorb one type of ions~for instance, the
positive ones!, giving rise to a counterion cloud forming
diffuse double layer in the NLC medium. Consequently
spatially dependent electric field distribution across
sample arises. This electric field is very strong near the
face and decays fast as we move away from it@1#. The pres-
ence of the electric field, with a strong gradient near
surfaces, is responsible for detectable effects on the mol
lar orientation which are not very usual@7,8#.

In this work, the effect of the surface electric field, pr
duced by selective ionic adsorption, on the effective anch
ing energy of a NLC sample is analyzed for a cell in t
shape of a slab of thicknessd. The electric field distribution
is investigated in the framework of a nonlinear Poisso
Boltzmann approach@12–14#. From this general distribution
we obtain an approximated expression~which, actually, be-
comes exact for thick samples! for the electric field profile
across the sample, justifiable ford@lD , wherelD is the
Debye screening length@1#. In this framework it is possible
to obtain also analytical expressions for the contribution
dielectric and flexoelectric origin to the effective anchori
energy of the sample@15,16#. This contribution ‘‘renormal-
izes’’ the anchoring energy and is shown to have an orde
magnitude that can also be compared with the ‘‘bare’’~i.e.,
the usual! anchoring energy@17# depending on the value o
the adsorption energy. The same problem has been rec
investigated by other groups. In particular, an approach d
ing with a non-Debye charge screening in NLC has be
presented in Refs.@9–11#. These works indicate that the su
face field can be screened within a very dense charged
surface layer of thicknessls , considered in Ref.@9#. The
immediate consequence of the non-Debye screening is
the flexoelectric contribution to the anchoring energy can
the dominant one. This length is present in our analysis
by means of the boundary conditions on the electric fi
used to solve the electrostatic problem.
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We shall obtain the electric field distribution—whose o
gin is due to the selective ion adsorption by the surface—
a sample of thicknessd, limited by two adsorbing surface
located atx56d/2, filled out with a liquid of dielectric per-
mittivity e @12,13#. The neutral liquid is supposed to conta
impurities that suffer dissociation, thus producing positi
and negative ions in the bulk. In the presence of these io
the surfaces selectively adsorb positive charges. Th
charges give rise to a surface electric field that, in turn, c
nects with the dielectric and flexoelectric properties of t
medium. By assuming the surfaces as identical, the elec
potential generated in the sample is symmetrical with resp
to the center of the sample, i.e.,V(x)5V(2x), where it is
minimum @18#. A requirement to be satisfied by this model
that the number of particles in the whole sample~bulk plus
surface! is a conserved quantity, namely (N11N2)/21Nb
1ns5n0d, wheren0 is the bulk density of particles define
in relation to an infinite sample,N65*2d/2

d/2 n6(x)dx and
Nb5*2d/2

d/2 nbdx5nbd, are, respectively, the number o
charged particles of both signs (6) and the number of non
dissociated impurities in the bulk, per unit surface. In t
bulk, in equilibrium at an absolute temperatureT, the densi-
ties of positive and negative charges are given in terms of
Boltzmann distribution asn6(x)5n0em2D7c(x), whereD is
the activation energy~in KBT units! andnb5n0em. Further-
more,ns is the surface density of adsorbed particles, giv
by @1,19#

ns5Nem2A2cs, ~1!

whereN is the number of sites per unit surface at each s
face. In Eq.~1! we have introduced three important quan
ties: the electrostatic energyc(x)5qV(x)/KBT whose value
at the surfaces is given bycs , the chemical potentialm, and
the adsorption energyA. For simplicity, all these quantities
are measured inKBT units. The adsorption energy, in a fir
approximation, can be identified with the electrostatics
ergy of an adsorbed ion with its image in the substr
~physical adsorption! @20#. The value ofA ranges from a few
units, which corresponds to the region of physical adso
tion, to a few ten of units, which corresponds to a region
chemisorption@21#.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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By using the above definitions, it is possible to rewrite t
equation for the conservation of the number of particles a
relation connecting the chemical (m) to the surface electric
potential (cs), in the form

e2m511
N

n0d
e2A2cs1e2D

1

dE2d/2

d/2

coshc~x!dx. ~2!

On the other hand, in the framework of the Poisso
Boltzmann theory, in the steady state, the charge distribu
and the electrical potential are related by Poisson’s equa
d2V/dx252(q/e)@n1(x)2n2(x)#, whereq is the electric
charge of the positive ions ande is the dielectric permittivity
of the liquid. This equation can be put in the form

d2c

dx2
5

1

L2
em2D sinhc, ~3!

whereL5(eKBT/2n0q2)1/2 is an intrinsic length of the prob
lem. It is connected with the Debye screening lengthlD by
means of the relationL5lDe2D/2 @12#. Taking into account
that the electric potential is an even function ofx it is pos-
sible to integrate Eq.~3! to obtain

S dc

dxD 2

5
2em2D

L2
@coshc~x!2coshc0#, ~4!

wherec05c(x50). A further integration yields

E
cs

c0 dc

Acoshc2coshc0

5
d

A2 L
e(m2D)/2, ~5!

which establishes a relation between the chemical pote
m and the electric potentialsc0 andcs . The electrical field
E(x)52dV/dx is identically zero foruxu.d/2. It presents
discontinuities atx56d/2. SinceE(x)52(KBT/q)dc/dx
and E(2d/2)5qns /e, it is possible, by means of Eqs.~1!
and ~4!, to obtain the following expression for the chemic
potential

em52S eKBT

NLq2D e2D12(A1cs)~coshcs2coshc0!. ~6!

Notice that from the conditionE(2d/2)5qns /e, rewritten
in terms ofc, and using Eq.~1! we have

S dc

dxD
x52d/2

52
Nq2

eKBT
em2A2cs. ~7!

The quantityls5(eKBT/Nq2)e2m1A has the dimension of a
length, and coincides with the length introduced in Re
@9,11#. The fundamental equations of the model are Eqs.~2!,
~5!, and~6!. This set of equations has to be solved to obt
the electric field distribution across the sample@13#. Numeri-
cal calculations have shown that the curves for several
ferent values ofA can be well represented by a function
the form
04070
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E~X!5a tanFbpX

2 G , ~8!

for 21<X(52x/d)<1, wherea and b are, in principle,
depending on the adsorption energy characterizing the
faces, and on the thickness of the sample~see below!. There-
fore, for the cases we are dealing with here, solution~8! can
be considered as the exact one, as we shall demonstrat

In the limit d@lD the Poisson-Boltzmann equation~3!
can be approximated by

d2c

dx2
5

1

L2
em2D sinhc'

1

2L2
em2Dec, ~9!

which is equivalent to considering thatc5qV/(KBT)@1.
This means that the number of positive charges remainin
the bulk~not adsorbed! is very small, as can be seen from th
definition of n6(x) introduced before. Equation~9! can be
integrated to give

dc

dx
57

1

L
e(m2D)/2Aec2ec0, ~10!

where ‘‘2 ’’ refers to the interval2d/2<x,0 and ‘‘1 ’’ to
0,x<d/2. The electric potential can be obtained from E
~10! by further integration, giving

t@c,c0#52
1

2 L
e(m2D1c0)/2S x1

d

2D1t@cs ,c0#, ~11!

wheret@a,b#5tan21@Aea2b21#. From Eq.~11! one obtains
~at x50)

t@cs ,c0#5
d

4L
e(m2D1c0)/2. ~12!

By using Eq.~12! into Eq. ~11!, one explicitly obtains the
electric potential as

c~x!5c01 lnH 11tan2F x

2 L
e(m2D1c0)/2G J . ~13!

In this manner one can also determine the electric field
tribution

E~x!52
4KBT

qd
t@cs ,c0#tanF2 x

d
t@cs ,c0#G , ~14!

where Eq.~12! has been used. Comparison of Eq.~14! with
Eq. ~8! yields

a52
4KBT

qd
t@cs ,c0# and b5

2

p
t@cs ,c0#. ~15!

To complete the solution of the entire electrostatics proble
in the approximation in whichd@lD , we have to take into
account thatE(2d/2)5qns /e. By using Eqs.~1! and ~14!
we obtain another relation connectingm, c0 , andcs in the
form
1-2
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em2A2cs5
4eKBT

q2Nd
t@cs ,c0#tant@cs ,c0#. ~16!

Finally, the last expression is obtained from Eq.~2! which
reduces to

e2m511
N

n0d
e2A2cs1ec02D

tant@cs ,c0#

2 t@cs ,c0#
. ~17!

The set formed by Eqs.~12!, ~16!, and~17! permits to deter-
mine m, c0 andcs as functions of the adsorption energyA
and of the thickness of the sampled, in equilibrium at a
temperatureT. The sensibility ofcs with respect to change
in d is not significant, for a fixed value of the adsorptio
energy, in the limit in whichd/2L@1, because, in this case
the surface density of adsorbed charges, given by Eq.~1!,
reaches a saturation, i.e., tends to a value independentd
@12#. On the contrary,c0 changes in a substantial manne
The system, in any case, remains neutral, but an overwh
ing adsorption of positive charges takes place. The situa
is such that nowcs changes in a substantial manner withA
for a fixed thickness, whereasc0 is less sensible to the
changes inA. Notice that whend is largem→02. In fact, by
using Eqs.~12! and ~16! it is possible to rewrite Eq.~17! in
the form e2m511(2 N/n0 d)e2A2cs, which shows that
whend→`, m→02.

Let us now analyze the influence of the ionic adsorpt
on the anchoring energy of the sample. It is well known t
the presence of ionic charges in the medium gives rise
surplus of surface energy characterizing the NLC-subst
interface. This surface energy has a dielectric as well a
flexoelectric contribution coming from the coupling of th
spatially dependent electric field with the dielectric and
flexoelectric properties of the medium. These contributio
have been calculated for a NLC sample in the shape of a
of thicknessd, as the one being considered here@8,15#. The
relevant contribution to the anchoring strength of dielec
origin is given by@15#

WD52
1

2
eaE

2d/2

0

@E~x!22EB
2#dx, ~18!

whereEB5E(x50) is the value of the electric field in th
bulk. The flexoelectric contribution to the anchoring streng
is shown to be given by@15#

WQ56e~ES2EB!, ~19!

whereES is the value of the field at the surface and6 refer
to x56d/2. Equations~18! and~19! represent only the con
tribution of dielectric origin to the anchoring energy. There
also a localized surface energy which does not depend on
presence of ions in the sample. It is an intrinsic characteri
of the interface. Therefore, the dielectric contribution ren
malizes this ‘‘bare’’ anchoring energyW0, giving rise to an
effective anchoring energy that can be written asWeff5W0
1WD1WQ. By using Eqs.~14!–~16!, with the definitions of
04070
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L andls , in Eqs.~18! and~19!, we obtain, respectively, for
the dielectric and flexoelectric contributions to the anchor
strengths the expressions

WD5
1

2
eaS KB T

q D 2F S n0d

Nls
DeA2D1c02

2e2cs

ls
G ,

WQ52
e

ls
S KB T

q De2cs. ~20!

Equations~20! show that the effective anchoring energy of
sample can be thickness dependent as is found in many
perimental results@22#. Moreover, these equations show al
that the anchoring energy is renormalized by the contribut
coming from the electrical properties whose origin is co
nected with the presence of ions in the sample. This dep
dence is here represented also by the adsorption en
However, in recent papers@14,15# it has been demonstrate
that this contribution exists even in the absence of the

FIG. 1. Anchoring energy of dielectric origin,uWEu, vs the ad-
sorption energy~absolute value! for a sample of thicknessd
58 mm ~solid line! andd515 mm ~dotted line!. The material pa-
rameters are~in SI units! K54310211, e510211, andea51e0.

FIG. 2. Anchoring energy of dielectric origin,WE , vs the thick-
ness of the sample forA522.0. The parameters are the same as
Fig. 1.
1-3
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sorption energy. Furthermore, in Ref.@16#, by means of nu-
merical calculations, it has been shown that, due to its o
of magnitude, the anchoring energy whose origin lies in
ionic adsorption phenomenon cannot be, in general,
glected.

In Fig. 1 the dependence ofWE5WD1WQ on the adsorp-
tion energyA is shown for two typical NLC samples. Chang
ing the thickness of the sample the trend ofWE does not
change in a significant manner. However, the absolute v
of the anchoring strength changes in a substantial ma
with A. By changingA of one order of magnitude implies t
change the anchoring strength by the same amount. M
over, the order of magnitude ofuWEu indicates that this con
tribution cannot be neglected because it can be of the s
order of the bare anchoring strength@16#.

In Fig. 2 is the dependence ofWE on the thickness of the
sample that is exhibited. In the limit we are considering, t
dependence is not very strong, because the dominant co
bution comes fromcs , which is not changing too much with
a

. E

u
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d. For this particular example, by changingd of one order of
magnitude, the change inuWEu is very smallDuWEu/uWEu
'0.5%.

In this work the effect of the surface electric field pr
duced by selective ionic adsorption on the effective anch
ing energy of a nematic liquid sample of slab shape w
analyzed. The electric field distribution was determined
the framework of a nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann approa
In this model, the electric field is thickness dependent, bu
depends also on the adsorption energy characterizing the
faces. We have established the exact field distribution in
limit of large thickness, i.e., whend@lD . In this limit we
have also established a closed analytical model for the c
tribution to the anchoring energy resulting from the ion
adsorption phenomenon.
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